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Executive Summary
In April 2022, California 100 conducted a survey of expert sentiment among leaders in
California’s innovation and research sectors, with a heavy focus on academic and
industry researchers, educators, and business leaders. Respondents were asked to
anonymously report on what made them hopeful about California’s future directions,
where the state could invest more, and how well policymakers understood and acted
on the biggest threats facing the state.
While respondents are generally bullish about the future of California’s innovation
ecosystem, they see several important areas for improvement. Key priorities include:
1) investing in research and technology to solve big problems facing the state,
particularly with respect to climate change, 2) investing more in advanced tech
manufacturing, 3) increasing investments in new areas of the state, particularly in
places with higher educational institutions and research assets, 4) investing in racial
and gender equity to unleash the state’s innovation potential, and 5) increasing the
expertise of state government with respect to science and technology, including
tech policy.
Introduction
California 100 is a transformative statewide initiative focused on inspiring a vision and
strategy for California’s next century that is innovative, sustainable, and equitable. Its
mission is to strengthen California’s ability to collectively solve problems and shape
our long-term future—through research, policy innovation, advanced technology,
and engagement—by identifying, mobilizing, and supporting champions for
innovative and equitable solutions. The initiative is incubated at the University of
California and Stanford, and is guided by an expert and intergenerational
Commission.
One of the core priorities of California 100 is to develop a thoughtful, long-range
strategy to bolster California’s strengths in basic science and advanced technology,
and that maintains and expands this leadership through the next century. It also
seeks to ensure that technology and innovation are meaningfully prioritized and
incorporated in all aspects of California’s future in a way that respects privacy, equity,
and ethical concerns.
Looking to the future, California 100 has recently published a policy brief with
instructive examples for California's future investment in technology development,
drawing on successful long-term policy planning that led to the development of
South Korea's automotive industry, Taiwan's semiconductor industry, Estonia's digital
government services, and Boston's innovation districts for biotech and
biomanufacturing. The report highlights where California can act similarly to support
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tech development in new fields and new regions of the state, including ways to
relieve housing and land use pressures.
In addition to the policy brief, the California 100 initiative’s work in advanced
technology includes policy conversations such as a webinar on privacy regulation in
January 2022, a tech policy hackathon at Stanford on April 2, 2022 that drew over 60
young people from across the state, a briefing for the Legislative Technology and
Innovation Caucus in April 2022, and a planned workshop among science and
technology leaders in July 2022 aimed at exploring “100 ideas” to strengthen
California’s leadership as a state of innovation and a state of inclusion, with a tech
summit to follow in summer 2023 that investigates and refines those ideas to build
an actionable roadmap with commitments from key stakeholders.
Expert Survey and Findings
Our April 2022 survey of science and technology leaders in April 2022 is an important
component of building that long-term roadmap for California’s investments in basic
research and advanced technology. The survey aimed to capture the impressions
and experiences of leaders in California’s innovation and research sectors, with a
heavy focus on academic and industry researchers, educators, and business leaders.
Respondents were asked to anonymously report on what made them hopeful about
California’s future directions, where the state could invest more, and how well
policymakers understood and acted on the biggest threats facing the state. A total of
77 respondents completed the survey, including 61% of respondents from university
research and development settings, 16% from industry, 14% from nonprofit settings,
and 4% from government settings.
Key findings from the survey include:
● Strong support for increasing state investments in K-12 STEM education (95%),
higher ed STEM education (92%), and innovation support in distressed regions
(88%),
● Strong support for increasing innovation investments in new regions, with
two-thirds supporting the creation of a public investment fund to support
innovation growth in the Central Valley and Inland Empire,
● Support for increasing state investments in advanced tech manufacturing and
in strategic areas that can address “big problems” such as climate change,
with investments in clean energy and sustainable food systems,
● General belief that the state is taking a balanced approach to tech regulation,
with 54% saying that its regulations are about right, 30% noting that the state
is too restrictive, and 16% noting that it is too permissive,
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●
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●

Strong belief that the state is not doing an adequate job in business retention
(76%), business expansion (69%), and business expansion within California
(68%),
Strong belief in the quality of the University of California and California State
Polytechnic University campuses with respect to undergraduate and graduate
training, with 75% and 42%, ranking each system, respectively, as in the top
10% nationwide for bachelor STEM degrees, and
General belief that California state government needs to increase its expertise
on science and technology policy, with 65% of respondents indicating that the
state government is poorly informed on these matters.

Finally, survey respondents are generally optimistic about California’s future in
science and technology, with a very high proportion indicating that the best days of
the state’s innovation economy are in the future (56%) or in the present (27%), and
only 17 percent noting that California’s best days in innovation are confined to the
past.
More detailed findings from the survey are provided below.
Figure 1. General sentiment about California’s innovation ecosystem

After they answered a series of demographic questions, respondents were asked
how they generally felt about California’s innovation economy, with respect to
whether California’s best days were in the past, in the present, or yet to come.
Respondents were generally optimistic about the general condition of California’s
innovation economy, with only 17% indicating that California had already peaked in
this issue area.
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Figure 2. Proper role of government in supporting education and investment

Most respondents believe the state should be heavily involved in STEM education
and investing in distressed regions, but that it should steer clear of investing in
startups. As one respondent noted in our open-ended response on the state of
venture capital in California, “The state should focus on grants, loans, and
tax-incentives. Not venture. From my experience with UC tech transfer, the public
sector does not understand business building.”
An activity that bridges those gaps, investing in university research
commercialization, got majority support among respondents (58%), and this
sentiment is reflected in several open-ended responses:
● “Create a state office to support technology transfers from government labs
and research projects to commercial ventures by cataloging viable
technologies and bringing together people with the know-how to capitalize
on these opportunities.”
● “[What gives me the most hope for California’s innovation economy] is all the
zones around UC campuses, and around Stanford, Caltech and USC.”
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Figure 3. Perceptions of California’s competitive strengths

We asked respondents to rank several areas of science and technology with respect
to California’s competitive advantage. The state has predictable advantages in
computer science, data science, and artificial intelligence, as well as in
consumer-facing technology. California is seen to be weakest in chemical
engineering, high-tech manufacturing, medical engineering, and pharmaceutical
R&D, although we express some caution in interpreting these results because of the
relatively low level of representation of respondents from biotech in San Diego and
entertainment tech in Los Angeles.
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Figure 4. Priority research areas for future innovation investment

Despite having identified AI and Data Science as strengths for the state, many
respondents chose climate change-related technology investments in
environmental science and engineering and energy science and engineering as top
priorities. Climate change-related investments also got frequent mention in various
open-ended answers, including one respondent who noted the importance of
“incentivizing our public and private institutions to work collaboratively to address
our pressing challenges (e.g., environmental threats),” while another noted the
importance of investing in manufacturing connected to clean energy: “What is
needed is larger financing (through the Climate Catalyst Fund) to help small
companies get large quickly. It doesn't make sense to be a technology leader if you
can't scale it to production. We invented a lot of solar but the manufacturing is in
China, in part because we did not provide production-scale financing quickly
enough.”
A few areas identified as weaknesses for the state (high-tech manufacturing,
materials science and engineering, and telecommunications) were also singled out
as priorities for additional development.
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Figure 5. Perceived quality of STEM degrees in UC and CSU

One of the core areas of strength identified by respondents in our survey was the
training of the state’s public university systems. Respondents perceive the University
of California system to deliver a strong value proposition in bachelors, masters, and
doctoral degrees in science, technology, engineering, and medicine (STEM), with vast
majorities ranking these programs in the top 10 percent nationwide. Respondents
see bachelors and masters STEM degrees in the Cal Poly system as closer to the top
25%. Respondents see the Cal State campuses that are not Cal Poly designees as
being in the top 50% of degrees across the US.
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Figure 6. Adequacy of state financial support for innovation development

While respondents were split on state funding for tax credits (such as for research
and development), most find discretionary funding and research funding for the
innovation economy to be inadequate.
In our open-ended section, state investments in advanced manufacturing got
frequent mention. One respondent noted, “Build new manufacturing here. If there is
one thing the pandemic taught us, strategic manufacturing redundancy is the only
way to maintain [the] supply chain in the face of a disruption.” Another noted, “The
state should invest in opportunities that will lead to building a new manufacturing
capability in CA, for example energy and bio manufacturing.”
Some respondents also identified strategic sector plays for long-term investment:
● “The alternative protein sector is poised to become an enormous growth
engine in the global economy (on par with the global transition from fossil
fuels to clean energy) in the coming decades. California is already on the
leading edge of innovation here with many plant-based meat and cultivated
meat companies founded here, but California also needs to signal its
willingness to incentivize in-state manufacturing of these products as these
companies mature and scale.”
● “Invest more in technologies to address climate change and energy security.”
● “Create inclusive datasets and sandboxes for testing tech for equitable
outcomes, sharing best practices to ensure tech and AI work equitably for all.”
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Figure 7. Perceptions of state regulation and state expertise on tech policy

While most participants believed California’s state government to be poorly informed
on matters of science and technology policy, the majority found the state
government’s regulation of technology to be about right.
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Figure 8. Adequacy of state involvement in supporting tech development

The vast majority of respondents found California’s efforts to be inadequate with
respect to supporting business retention and expansion in California, as well as
attracting businesses to move to California from other states. In alignment with our
other findings on perceptions of state government knowledge about policy involving
science and technology, only a third of respondents indicated that the state
government was adequately informed about technological innovations.
Respondents were more split on whether California was performing adequately in
encouraging foreign direct investment, regulating harmful aspects of technology,
and being attuned to federal investment opportunities.
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Figure 9. Barriers and challenges to innovation in California

Of several commonly cited barriers to the growth and success of California’s
innovation economy, respondents see California’s cost of living, K-12 education
system, long commute times, and environmental issues to be the most serious, while
supply chain issues, the talent pipeline from colleges, and the ease of obtaining
governmental contracts were seen as less serious.
In open-ended questions about challenges, respondents noted:
● “Housing/commuting are massive problems for keeping workers here. I have
no issue with individual workers relocating to other states, but the HQ and
core creative functions should remain here.”
● “Quality of life will continue to be a barrier if cost of housing, commuting and
excellent schools continues to be challenging. Attracting talent when you
have to live far from your schools is problematic.”
● “Fix the education and immigration pipelines; both [are] too weak. Too hard to
sponsor foreign talent for immigration, high school quality not top, too little
funding for higher ed.”
● “Housing and high cost of living is the number one complaint I hear from
entrepreneurs. Immigration is #2.”
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Figure 10. Solutions to strengthen California’s innovation ecosystem

We also asked questions that tapped into a variety of sentiments and solutions
related to the innovation economy in California. In line with the general sense of
optimism about the future of the state’s innovation economy, the vast majority of
respondents say they would encourage a recent college graduate with a science or
engineering degree to find work in California, and that if they were starting a
scientific or tech business today, they would want to start in California. Interestingly,
the vast majority of our experts, who hail predominantly from STEM fields, believe
that creative fields such as arts and design are just as important to innovation as
STEM.
Of the policy proposals tested with our survey audience, scholarship funds and
public investment funds in economically distressed regions and in high-population
inland counties were very popular. Finally, about 80% of respondents felt that
California could not sustain its STEM leadership if international migration were cut by
one half from its present levels.
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Finally, in open-ended responses about what was working well in California with
respect to the innovation economy, and what was not working well, the following
additional themes emerged:
Use public dollars to solve the state’s big, long-range problems
● “Use some of the budget surplus to fund a competition focused on
developing solutions to the state's most pressing challenges: water, wildfire,
etc.”
● “Create a California XPrize system to solve hard, intractable problems in the
state.”
● “VC does not fund exploration into new, unknown industries like
neuroengineering (brain-machine-interfaces) or climate change science.
Examples are generation-defining companies like Tesla and SpaceX struggling
to secure funding and almost going bankrupt.”
● “Set up a fund to invest in diverse emerging managers as well as in
investment areas in highly regulated industries and/or that are important, but
where government is the customer (e.g. cleantech, space, etc.) which tend to
have long time horizons for exits and/or liquidity events and/or long
procurement cycles.”
Focus on new regions for innovation investments
● “We need to start thinking about a more distributed system where its OK if
larger, mature companies move some of their workforce to other states (or
better yet, to areas of CA that aren’t already crowded).”
● “We're failing entire regions and generations of children.”
● “Reinvigorate regional innovation hubs, with money and long term state
commitment.”
● “Investing in the Central Valley and Inland Empire regions.”
Invest in racial and gender equity to unleash the state’s innovative power
● “Barriers to worker organizing; systematic racism, sexism and ableism that
shut marginalized workers out of job opportunities and drive them out of the
industry”
● “Promoting equitable and inclusive participation in innovation and
entrepreneurship - building onramps and removing barriers for women and
people of color.”
● “[Venture capital] is horribly skewed to fund men, white people. (During the
pandemic it was a banner year for startup funding but not for women
founders who received just 2.3% of VC funding). There are new funds springing
up that bring more women and people of color into investing as well as
targeting funding founders, markets, and ideas that historically VCs have
overlooked or not understood.”
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●

“Equity and justice -- the talent pool of tech workers of color to lead a global
innovation economy -- are severely overlooked.”

The need to invest smarter in STEM education in the UC and CSU systems
● “[What gives me hope is] The UC System and its investment in underserved
communities and in existing California Students.”
● “Not relying only [on] UC STEM graduates but [to] further support STEM in the
CSU.”
● “Mentoring students during their college years and preparing [them for]
industry. Lots of college students have no idea what the real world is like. More
students should be doing co-ops / extended 6-month to 12-month paid
internships into companies. The Canadian college system does an exceptional
job by requiring their engineering students to perform extended internships
before graduation.”
Importance of community colleges and K-12 for workforce and entrepreneurship
● “Develop entrepreneurial mindset/skillset beginning in K-12; reinforce and take
to next level in higher ed, including the community college districts.”
● “Workforce development at community colleges and state universities in
technical subjects.”
● “[What gives me hope is] The UC System and its investment in underserved
communities and in existing California Students.”
● “K-12 investments to develop skills for students to succeed in STEM/Innovation
field. Develop entrepreneurial mindset/skillset beginning in K-12; reinforce and
take to next level in higher ed, including the community college districts.”
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ABOUT CALIFORNIA 100
The California 100 Initiative envisions a future that is innovative, sustainable, and equitable for all. Our
mission is to strengthen California’s ability to collectively solve problems and shape our long-term future
over the next 100 years. California 100 is organized around 15 policy domains and driven by interrelated
stages of work: research, policy innovation and engagement with Californians. California 100’s work is
guided by an expert and intergenerational Commission. Through various projects and activities, California
100 seeks to move California towards an aspirational vision—changing policies and practices, attitudes
and mindsets, to inspire a more vibrant future.
The California 100 Initiative is incubated through the University of California and Stanford.
The Initiative is led by an executive team of Allison Berke, Director of Advanced Technology, Henry E.
Brady, Director or Research, Amy Lerman, Director of Innovation, Jesse Melgar, Director of Engagement,
and Karthick Ramakrishnan, Executive Director.

THE CALIFORNIA 100 EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP TEAM
Allison Berke, Ph.D., Director of Advanced Technology
Henry E. Brady, Ph.D., Director or Research
Amy Lerman, Ph.D., Director of Innovation
Jesse Melgar, M.P.P., Director of Engagement
Karthick Ramakrishnan, Ph.D., Executive Director

READ MORE
To learn more about the future of advanced technology and basic research in California, visit the
California 100 website at California100.org, where you will find our detailed reports on the topic, and more
information about our research partners.
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